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Background: To investigate the association of ihMT (inhom signals with the demyelination and remyelination 

phases of the acute cuprizone mouse model in comparison with histology, and to assess the extent of tissue 

damage and repair from MRI data. 

Methods: Acute demyelination by feeding 0.2% cuprizone for five weeks, followed by a four-week remyelination 

period was applied on genetically modified plp-GFP mice. Animals were scanned at different time points of the 

demyelination and remyelination phases of the cuprizone model using a multimodal MRI protocol, including 

ihMT T 1D -filters, MPF (Macromolecular Proton Fraction) and R 1 (longitudinal relaxation rate). For histology, 

plp-GFP (proteolipid protein – Green Fluorescent Protein) microscopy and LFB (Luxol Fast Blue) staining were 

employed as references for the myelin content. Comparison of MRI with histology was performed in the medial 

corpus callosum (mCC) and cerebral cortex (CTX) at two brain levels whereas ROI-wise and voxel-based analyses 

of the MRI metrics allowed investigating in vivo the spatial extent of myelin alterations. 

Results: IhMT high-pass T 1D -filters, targeted toward long T 1D components, showed significant temporal variations 

in the mCC consistent with the effects induced by the cuprizone toxin. In addition, the corresponding signals cor- 

related strongly and significantly with the myelin content assessed by GFP fluorescence and LFB staining over 

the demyelination and the remyelination phases. The signal of the band-pass T 1D -filter, which isolates short T 1D 

components, showed changes over time that were poorly correlated with histology, hence suggesting a sensitivity 

to pathological processes possibly not related to myelin. Although MPF was also highly correlated to histology, 

ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters showed better capability to characterize the spatial-temporal patterns during the de- 

myelination and remyelination phases of the acute cuprizone model (e.g., rostro-caudal gradient of demyelination 

in the mCC previously described in the literature). 

Conclusions: IhMT sequences selective for long T 1D components are specific and sensitive in vivo markers of 

demyelination and remyelination and have successfully captured the spatially heterogeneous pattern of the de- 

myelination and remyelination mechanisms in the cuprizone model. Interestingly, differences in signal variations 

between the ihMT high-pass and band-pass T 1D -filter, suggest a sensitivity of the ihMT sequences targeted to short 

T 1D s to alterations other than those of myelin. Future studies will need to further address these differences by 

examining more closely the origin of the short T 1D components and the variation of each T 1D component in 

pathology. 
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. Introduction 

Inhomogeneous magnetization transfer (ihMT) MRI relies on the

eneration and decay of the dipolar order, a ‘magnetization’ order char-
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cteristic of tissues with motion-restricted molecules and unaveraged

ipolar interactions ( Varma et al., 2015 ). Hence the ihMT signal pro-

ides access to a new contrast weighted by the dipolar order relax-

tion time T 1D ( Varma et al., 2017 ), a probe for tissue microstructure
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nd slow motional processes such as lipid membrane collective motions

 Dufourc et al., 1992 ). In myelin, the alignment and mobility of the

ethylene protons along the lipid chains that make up the phospho-

ipid bilayer structures are thought to be at the origin of the observed

hMT contrast ( Varma et al., 2015 ; Manning et al., 2017 ). 

In white matter (WM), where myelin accounts for around 50% of

he total dry mass ( Sanjeeva Reddy et al., 1983 ), T 1D has been initially

eported to be in the order of a few milliseconds ( Varma et al., 2017 ;

wanson et al., 2017 ; Prevost et al., 2017 ). However, a recent study

erformed with high power off-resonance RF pulses revealed that at

east two T 1D components may contribute to the ihMT signal in myeli-

ated tissues ( Carvalho et al., 2020 ). A long T 1D component on the

rder of 10 ms and a short component around 500 μs were quanti-

ed in healthy WM structures ( Carvalho et al., 2020 ). In line with the

heory underlying ihMT ( Varma et al., 2015 ; Manning et al., 2017 ), it

as demonstrated that high saturation power is indeed necessary to re-

eal the signal associated with short T 1D components ( Duhamel et al.,

019 ). Additionally, the ihMT signal can be weighted towards spe-

ific T 1D ranges by varying the switching time between RF pulses with

pposite frequencies ( Δt) ( Prevost et al., 2017 ), a key parameter in

he dual-frequency off-resonance saturation experiment of the ihMT

equence. 

These ihMT contrast modulation mechanisms have been investigated

nd exploited recently to probe the signal contribution of specific T 1D 

omponents. A comprehensive theoretical and experimental analysis of

he T 1D -weighting associated with ihMT was described and allowed the

eneration of high-pass and band-pass T 1D -filters dedicated to brain tis-

ues ( Hertanu et al., 2022a ). Furthermore, a second study performed

n healthy mice focused on the validation of the sensitivity and speci-

city to myelination of these T 1D -filters by comparing brain ihMT MRI

ata with histology ( Hertanu et al., 2022b ). Consistent with a dom-

nant contribution of the long T 1D component in myelin, high speci-

city to healthy myelinated tissues was obtained for the high-pass T 1D -

lter selective for the long T 1D component. In addition an increasing

rend in specificity was noticed as the ihMT T 1D -filter was weighted

owards longer T 1D ranges by Δt lengthening ( Duhamel et al., 2019 ;

ertanu et al., 2022b ). In contrast, for the band-pass T 1D -filter isolating

hort T 1D components in the 100 μs to 1 ms range, lower specificity and

oor correlation with histology myelin biomarkers suggested a domi-

ant contribution of non-myelin signal source ( Hertanu et al., 2022b ).

herefore, by providing access to different microstructural tissue com-

onents and features, ihMT might allow the evaluation of distinct bio-

hysical mechanisms underlying myelin pathology. 

To date, the potential of ihMT for myelin pathology has not been

idely studied. IhMT was evaluated in clinical multiple sclerosis (MS)

esions, where it demonstrated higher correlations with the Expanded

isability Status Scale score as compared to the MT ratio (MTR)

 Van Obberghen et al., 2018 ; Zhang et al., 2020 ). In a more recent

tudy, ihMT was shown to be sensitive to non-compact myelin sheath in

ypomyelinated white matter structures in the brain of shiverer mice,

hus suggesting ihMT as a potential marker for myelin repair ( Lee et al.,

022 ). 

In the current study, we investigated the association between

he ihMT signals obtained with various T 1D -filtering protocols and

he demyelination and remyelination dynamics of the acute cupri-

one mouse model (i.e., five weeks of continuous cuprizone diet fol-

owed by four weeks of recovery). The acute cuprizone model is

ainly characterized by myelin related alterations, although infiltra-

ion of astrocytes, microglia and macrophages also accompanies the

emyelination process ( Skripuletz et al., 2011 ; Steelman et al., 2012 ;

iremath et al., 1998 ) along with axonal damage ( Stidworthy et al.,

006 ; Nyamoya et al., 2017 ; Höflich et al., 2016 ). The medial corpus

allosum (mCC) was the primary focus of our analyses due to the ex-

ensive demyelination it presents and the consistency of the generated

ffect ( Hiremath et al., 1998 ; Matsushima and Morell, 2001 ; Gudi et al.,

014 ; Vega-Riquer et al., 2019 ). IhMT signals were correlated with two
2 
istology biomarkers for myelin (proteolipid protein – Green Fluores-

ent Protein (plp-GFP) microscopy and Luxol Fast Blue (LFB) stain-

ng), and comparisons with the macromolecular proton fraction (MPF)

nd R 1 , two MRI metrics which have previously demonstrated sen-

itivity to pathological-induced myelin alterations ( Schmierer et al.,

004 ; Schmierer et al., 2007 ; Schmierer et al., 2008 ; Underhill et al.,

011 ; Thiessen et al., 2013 ; Janve et al., 2013 ; Turati et al., 2015 ;

akkarainen et al., 2016 ; Khodanovich et al., 2017 ; Khodanovich et al.,

019 ; Soustelle et al., 2019 ) were performed. In a second step, taking

dvantage of the volumetric nature of the MRI datasets, ROI-based anal-

ses along the rostro-caudal mCC and voxel-based analyses were carried

ut for ihMT, MPF and R 1 in order to identify the spatial extent and the

ignificant signal variations over the time course of the acute cuprizone

odel. 

. Methods 

.1. Animal experiments 

Animal studies were conducted in agreement with the French guide-

ines for animal care from the French Department of Agriculture (Ani-

al Rights Division), the directive 2010/63/EU of the European Par-

iament and of the Council of 22 September 2010 and approved

y our institutional committee on ethics in animal research (Comité

’Ethique de Marseille n°14, project authorization APAFIS#1747–

015062215062372v6). 

A total of twenty-two genetically modified plp-GFP mice of the

57BL/6 strain were included in this study. The GFP is specifically ex-

ressed in myelinating oligodendrocytes and the GFP fluorescence is a

irect measurement of the expression of the PLP protein, the major pro-

ein constituting myelin. Thus, the plp-GFP transgenic mice represent a

aluable and direct tool for the quantification of the myelin content by

ircumventing some of the drawbacks of protein antibody techniques,

uch as staining saturation or inhomogeneous stain penetration which

ight induce nonlinear scaling between the staining intensity and the

yelin content. 

Demyelination was induced for all mice at once by cuprizone admin-

stration in standard chow (0.2% w/w) for five weeks. The spontaneous

emyelination which takes place after the termination of the cuprizone

iet was followed for four weeks. Specifically, mice were divided into

wo groups: a longitudinal group ( N = 4 mice) followed-up over nine

eeks, and a time point group ( N = 18 mice). The four mice in the lon-

itudinal group underwent only MRI scans at all the defined time points:

eek 0 (W 0 ), Week 3 (W 3 ), Week 5 (W 5 ), Week 7 (W 7 ), and Week 9

W 9 ). Their role was to increase the statistical power of the voxel-wise

nalyses on the MRI metrics. The mice in the time point group under-

ent only one MRI session at one defined time point prior to sacrifice

nd histological analyses. Fig. 1 illustrates the experimental design and

he distribution of mice in each group at the investigated time points of

he demyelination (W 0 → W 5 ) and remyelination (W 5 → W 9 ) phases. 

.2. Data acquisition 

.2.1. MRI metrics 

In vivo MRI experiments were performed on a preclinical 7T scan-

er (PharmaScan; Bruker), using a 72-mm body volume coil and a four-

hannel phased array receive-only MRI CryoProbe (Bruker) for RF trans-

ission and RF reception, respectively. During scans under isoflurane

nesthesia (1.5%, constant flow, 300 mL/min; Univentor 400 anesthesia

nit, Univentor), animal respiratory rate and temperature were moni-

ored using a small animal respiratory pillow and a fiber optic rectal

robe respectively (Model 1030, MR-compatible ERT Monitoring & Gat-

ng System, SA Instruments). Respiration was maintained at 100 ± 10

reaths/min using minor adjustments to the isoflurane concentration.

ody temperature was maintained at 37.5 ± 0.5 °C using a heating blan-

et connected to a water bath system. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental design for the investigation of the cuprizone-induced demyelination and remyelination phases. For the time point group, N Wi ( i = {0; 3; 5; 7; 9}), 

mice were scanned only once before histological analyses (indicated by the “𝜁” symbol). The 4 mice in the longitudinal group, N Longitudinal , were scanned at all time 

points. 

Table 1 

Saturation and readout parameters of the ihMTRAGE and MT-, VFA- and AFI-SPGR sequences. For ihMTRAGE, a low-duty cycle (DC) saturation scheme was 

achieved by using N bursts bursts of N p pulses, repeated every BTR. The duration of the pulses (pw) is indicated, as well as the offset saturation frequency ( Δf), the 

switching time ( Δt), the corresponding root-mean-square (B 1RMS ) and peak power (B 1peak ). For VFA-SPGR, the various flip angle ( 𝛼) values are reported, and for 

the AFI-SPGR sequence, the echo time (TE) and the two repetition times (TR 1 and TR 2 ). The different values of acquisition times (TA) for the ihMTRAGE sequence 

relate to the different number of repetitions (NEX) associated to the various switching times ( Δt). 

Sequence ihMTRAGE MT-SPGR VFA-SPGR AFI-SPGR 

Saturation parameters • pw = 0.5 ms 
• Δt = 0.0 (a) , 0.8 (b) , 3.2 (c) ms 
• Δf = 10 kHz 
• B 1RMS = 6.7 μT 
• B 1peak = 42.4 μT 
• N p = 8 
• N bursts = 15 
• BTR = 60 ms 
• DC = 6.67% 

• pw = 10.25 ms 
• Δf = 6 kHz 
• B 1RMS = 5.0 μT 
• B 1peak = 9.1 μT 

– –

Readout parameters • TE = 2.1 ms 
• TR = 2500.0 ms 
• NEX = 6 (a) /12 (b) /18 (c) 

• Matrix size: 

192x192x8 
• Voxel size: 

100x100x750 μm 

3 

• TE = 2.2 ms 
• TR = 30.0 ms 
• NEX = 1 
• Matrix size: 192x192x64 

Voxel size: 100x100x750 μm 

3 

• 𝛼 = 6°/10°/25°
• TE = 2.2 ms 

TR = 30.0 ms 

• NEX = 1 
• Matrix size: 192x192x64 

Voxel size: 100x100x750 μm 

3 

• TE = 2 ms 
• TR 1 = 15 ms 
• TR 2 = 60 ms 
• NEX = 1 
• Matrix size: 48x48x44 
• Voxel size: 

400x400x750 μm 

3 

Acquisition time • TA = 8 min 40 s (a) 11 min 20 

s (b) 22 min (c) 

• TA = 4 min 32 s • TA = 9 min 30 s • TA = 1 min 59 s 
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9  
T 2 -weighted (T 2 w) anatomical images were acquired along with spe-

ific sequences for the generation of the semi-quantitative and quan-

itative metrics of interest to assess myelination: ihMTsat, MPF and

 1 . The protocols have been thoroughly described in previous work

 Hertanu et al., 2022b ). In brief, a slab-selective 3D low duty cycle

 Varma et al., 2018 ; Mchinda et al., 2018 ) ihMT rapid gradient echo

ihMTRAGE) ( Varma et al., 2020 ) sequence was used with various val-

es of the dual-frequency offset switching time ( ∆t) (see Fig. 1 , ref-

rence ( Hertanu et al., 2022a )) such that ihMT high-pass and band-

ass T 1D -filters could be generated from the acquired data. The sat-

ration parameters previously optimized for the generation of ihMT

igh-pass and band-pass T 1D -filters that isolate the long and short T 1D 

omponents in the mouse brain ( Hertanu et al., 2022a ) are reported in

able 1 . MTw-SPGR (Spoiled Gradient Recalled Echo), VFA-SPGR (Vari-

ble Flip Angle) and AFI-SPGR (Actual Flip Angle) sequences with op-

imized parameters for the single-point MPF strategy ( Soustelle et al.,

020 ) ( Table 1 ) were acquired and processed to derive MPF and R 1 

aps. The B 1 
+ map resulted from the AFI-SPGR acquisition and the

 1 map were also employed for the calculation of the ihMTsat met-

ic ( Munsch et al., 2021 ). A diagram summarizing the acquisition and

he processing steps from the raw images to the final quantitative met-

ics is provided in Fig. 1 of reference ( Hertanu et al., 2022b ). MR ac-
 a  

3 
uisitions covered the brain volume in which the corpus callosum was

resent. 

.2.2. Histology metrics 

For histology analyses, mice of the time point group were sacrificed

ketamine 150 mg/kg with xylazine 15 mg/kg) and intracardially per-

used with phosphate-buffered saline and a 4% paraformaldehyde fix-

tive solution. Mouse brains were extracted, post-fixed for 2 h in 4%

araformaldehyde and cryopreserved overnight in 20% sucrose. Frozen

rains were sectioned into 20-μm thick histological slices (Cryostat Le-

ca CM305S) in the rostro-caudal direction at 2 different brain locations

ith respect to bregma (bregma + 0.7 mm, referenced hereafter as an-

erior, and bregma – 1.0 mm, referenced hereafter as posterior). The

dentification of the two brain locations was accomplished by using the

llen mouse brain atlas (atlas.brain-map.org) as a reference. 

Images with the green fluorescent protein (GFP) biomarker were ac-

uired using a Zeiss fluorescence microscope with a 5x objective and

 fixed exposure time. For the LFB analyses, brain slices were further

repared by post-fixation in methanol for 2 min at -20 °C, then rinsed

n ethanol/acetic acid during 3 h at 60 °C. After rinsing in ethanol

6%, sections were decolorized in lithium carbonate 0.05% for 1 min

nd rinsed in ethanol 70%. Sections were then dehydrated through in-
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reasing ethanol gradients (from 70% to 100%) and mounted in Eukitt

VWR). Images were acquired using a Zeiss AxioImager microscope with

 5x objective. 

.3. MRI post-processing 

The derivation of the MRI metrics was accomplished following the

ame procedure thoroughly described in previous work (see Fig. 1 in

eference ( Hertanu et al., 2022b )). Briefly, ihMTsat (i.e., an ihMT met-

ic unbiased for B 1 
+ /T 1 effects) ( Hertanu et al., 2022b ; Munsch et al.,

021 ; Rowley et al., 2021 ) was calculated from MT-weighted images

cquired with single-frequency and dual-frequency off-resonance sat-

ration using a home-built pipeline available at https://github.com/

soustelle/SP _ qMT _ proc (hash f3f49e0). Increasing switching time val-

es ( Δt = 0.0; 0.8; 3.2 ms) used for the dual offset saturation led to

he derivation of ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters with increasing T 1D -cutoff

alues ( Hertanu et al., 2022a ). Note that Δt of 0.0 ms (simultaneous

ual frequency offset saturation) was obtained by cosine-modulating

he RF saturation pulses. In addition a band-pass T 1D -filter was gen-

rated from the difference of ihMTsat images obtained with Δt 0.0 and

t 0.8 as described in ( Hertanu et al., 2022a ). The macromolecular pro-

on fraction (MPF) metric was derived from the binary spin-bath model

or MT ( Yarnykh, 2002 ; Yarnykh, 2012 ; Yarnykh et al., 2020 ), using the

ingle-point measurement strategy with optimally constrained param-

ters ( Soustelle et al., 2020 ). The longitudinal relaxation rate R 1 was

stimated using the Ernst equation ( Chang et al., 2008 ) applied to the

FA dataset. MPF and R 1 were both corrected for B 1 
+ inhomogeneities

 Yarnykh et al., 2020 ) estimated from the AFI dataset using a home-built

ipeline available at https://github.com/lsoustelle/SP _ qMT _ proc (hash

5f43a4). 

Following the pipeline presented in ( Hertanu et al., 2022a ) for the

RI volumes, native T 2 w images acquired on all mice were employed to

enerate a T 2 w template built in the same reference as the T 2 w Dorr tem-

late with an isotropic resolution of 80x80x80 μm 

3 ( Dorr et al., 2008 )

y means of iterative non-linear transformations using the Advanced

ormalization Tools (ANTs; v2.0.1) ( Avants et al., 2009 ). The mouse-

ise estimated transformations were applied on all the acquired images.

hus, by averaging the resulting images over all mice, templates were

btained for each MRI metric in the same reference space as that of the

 2 w template. 

.4. Quantifications and analyses 

Fig. 2 includes an example of anterior and posterior T 2 w images and

FP images obtained at + 0.7 mm and – 1.0 mm from bregma respec-

ively. An illustration of a sagittal view of the mouse brain extracted

rom ( Paxinos and Franklin, 2019 ) and a landmark (gray vertical line)

ndicate the location of anterior and posterior slices. Examples of ROIs

n mCC and the cerebral cortex (CTX) are also shown in blue and red,

espectively. 

.4.1. Quantification of MRI metrics 

The masks of the mCC and the CTX from the Dorr atlas were propa-

ated onto the in-house built templates. Then, masks were propagated

nto the native MRI images of each mouse by applying the inverse trans-

ormation estimated from the registration of the native individual im-

ges of each mouse onto their corresponding template. Masks were man-

ally checked and corrected for imperfections in order to ensure the

greement with the histology manually segmented ROIs. 

Quantifications of the MRI metrics were done native image-wise or

emplate-wise depending on the performed analysis. First, the slice cor-

esponding to the bregma level was identified with the help of the Allen

ouse brain atlas on both the template and the individual native im-

ges. The remaining slices were then attributed to rostral and caudal

rain locations. For the individual native image-based quantifications,

he anterior slice (bregma + 0.7 mm) and posterior slice (bregma –

 

4 
.0 mm) were considered for comparisons with similar locations ana-

yzed by histology ( Fig. 2 ). Results obtained in the mCC at the rostral or

nterior level are reported as mCC ANT , and results obtained in the mCC

t the caudal or posterior level are reported as mCC POST . Due to their

imilar values, results obtained in the CTX at the anterior and posterior

evels were averaged and reported as a single value. For the template-

ased quantifications, each slice from bregma + 1.20 mm to bregma –

.16 mm was considered, leading to a total of forty-three slices. 

.4.2. Histology quantification 

CTX, mCC ANT and mCC POST ROIs were manually drawn on the GFP

nd LFB histology images ( Fig. 2 ) by two expert observers (J.L.P. and

.C.) by using the Allen mouse brain atlas as a reference. Plp-GFP fluo-

escence and LFB optical density were quantified in ImageJ (National In-

titute of Health) employing the procedure described in ( Hertanu et al.,

022b ). The mean and standard deviation values corrected for the back-

round noise measured in the ventricles were calculated for each ROI. 

.4.3. Comparison of MRI metrics with histology metrics 

The individual native MRI images of mice in the time point groups

ere considered for the comparison with histology. Mean values were

uantified in mCC ANT , mCC POST and CTX regions of interest for each

ouse. Due to experimental acquisition issues (motion and respiratory

nstabilities during the acquisition protocol), one mouse at W 0 and one

ouse at W 5 had to be discarded from the analysis. 

The normality of the data was assessed in JMP (v.16.0.0; SAS Insti-

ute) using the Shapiro-Wilk test. The homogeneity of variance was ex-

mined using Bartlett’s test. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for

ach phase of the study (demyelination and remyelination) was followed

y post-hoc Tukey’s HSD two-by-two tests to determine significant dif-

erences in the signal dynamics of all MRI and histology metrics for

he three abovementioned ROIs. Pearson’s correlations were performed

etween MRI metrics and the LFB and GFP signals for the demyelina-

ion phase, the remyelination phase, as well as for the entire temporal

ynamics (demyelination + remyelination). Statistical significance was

efined as a p-value below the 0.05 threshold. 

Pairs of significant correlation coefficients were tested for differ-

nces using the Steiger’s modification of Dunn and Clark’s z approach

 Steiger, 1980 ) and the Zou’s confidence interval ( Zou, 2007 ) from the

ocor package ( Diedenhofen and Musch, 2015 ) for overlapping corre-

ations based on dependent groups in R (v.1.4.1106; RStudio, PBC) in

rder to determine to which histology reference the MRI metrics corre-

ated best. 

.4.4. Spatial-temporal profiles of the cuprizone model along the mCC 

ssessed by MRI 

The template-based quantifications for the mice in the longitudinal

nd the time point groups were considered in this analysis. The spatial-

emporal profiles of signal variation in the mCC along the rostral-caudal

irection were calculated for each MR metric as follows: the mean values

f the different MRI metrics were measured at all time points in mCC

OIs across the 43 brain slices covering the entire callosal structure. The

ercentage of variation relative to baseline (W 0 ) was calculated for each

etric and each slice as: 

Metri c Wi = 100 ×
Metri c W i 

− Metri c W 0 

Metri c W 0 

Where 𝑖 = { 3; 5; 7; 9 } . The δMetri c Wi values were then plotted as a

unction of the slice location with smoothing using a gaussian sliding

indow with 𝜎= 5 voxels under Matlab (R2017b, MathWorks Inc.). 

.4.5. Voxel-wise analyses 

The individual native images of mice in the longitudinal and time

oint groups co-registered in the template space were used to perform

 voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis. The number of mice em-

loyed for each time point was 6, 7, 6, 7 and 10 for W 0 , W 3 , W 5 , W 7

https://github.com/lsoustelle/SP_qMT_proc
https://github.com/lsoustelle/SP_qMT_proc
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Fig. 2. Sagittal view of the mouse brain indicating the position with respect to the bregma for the rostral or anterior ( + 0.7 mm from bregma) and caudal or posterior 

(– 1.0 mm from bregma) brain slices investigated by both MRI and histology analyses. Sagittal images were adapted from (( Paxinos and Franklin, 2019 )). Template 

T 2 w and GFP axial images are illustrated. Examples of ROIs taken in the anterior and posterior medial corpus callosum (mCC ANT and mCC POST , respectively) and the 

cerebral cortex (CTX) are depicted in blue and red, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 
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nd W 9 , respectively. The objective was to localize the extent of voxels

xhibiting a significant signal variation during the demyelination (W 0 -

 3 -W 5 ) and remyelination (W 5 -W 7 -W 9 ) phases in the acquired brain

olume covered by the MRI acquisitions. 

First, the general linear model routine from the FMRIB software li-

rary (FSL v.6.0.3) was used to generate the design matrix for a one-

actor and three-levels ANOVA analysis. The factor represents each

RI metric in turn and the three-levels represent the three time points

haracterizing the demyelination (W 0 -W 3 -W 5 ) and remyelination (W 5 -

 7 -W 9 ) phases. The design matrices were used as inputs in the ran-

omize routine from the same software using a threshold-free cluster

nhancement option ( Winkler et al., 2014 ) and 10,000 permutations

 Wakana et al., 2007 ). From the family-wise error corrected (1 − p-value )

aps, a binary mask was generated by thresholding all p-values below

.01. The mask was afterwards applied on the F-contrast maps to obtain

he significant F-statistics values. 

The AimsMesh function from the BrainVISA software ( Rivière et al.,

003 ) (v.5.0.4, IFR49) was used with a smoothing option of 500 iter-

tions in order to generate meshes from the slice-wise binary masks of

he brain and of the corpus callosum. The significant F-maps were bi-
 m  

5 
arized and the same approach was used to generate the corresponding

eshes. The Anatomist interface from BrainVISA was used to visualize

ll the resulting renderings, which were overlapped in order to obtain

he 3D localization of significant clusters in the brain. 

. Results 

.1. Demyelination and remyelination dynamics in the cuprizone model: 

omparison between MRI and histology 

.1.1. Temporal dynamics and correlation analyses in mCC ANT and 

CC POST 

The expected demyelination and remyelination phases in the cupri-

one model were well captured by the various MRI metrics as demon-

trated visually in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . IhMT T 1D -filters, MPF and R 1 maps

t anterior and posterior levels are illustrated at remarkable time points,

ncluding W 0 (baseline), W 5 (peak of demyelination) and W 9 (maximum

ecovery). Images at the intermediate time points (W 3 and W 7 ) are pro-

ided in Appendix A ( Fig. A1 and Fig. A2 ). During demyelination, the

ost important signal loss in the caudal brain (posterior level, bregma
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Fig. 3. Representative template-based poste- 

rior images (at – 1.0 mm from the bregma level) 

for ihMT high-pass and band-pass T 1D -filters, 

MPF and R 1 . The signal range for each metric is 

indicated in its absolute units. The time points 

of the study illustrated are: W 0 – baseline: max- 

imum signal intensity in all structures, W 5 –

peak of demyelination with a maximum signal 

loss in the mCC POST (indicated by the cyan ar- 

rowheads) accompanied by a signal preserva- 

tion in the dorsal fornix and W 9 – remyelina- 

tion with a perceived incomplete signal recov- 

ery. 
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1.0 mm) was observed in the mCC for all MRI metrics as pointed out

y the cyan arrows in Fig. 3 . At W 5 , the dorsal fornix, a white matter

undle localized in the mesial part of the cerebral hemispheres, appears

o be spared from intensive demyelination as highlighted by the sub-

tantial remaining signal. Rostrally (anterior level, bregma + 0.7 mm),

he signal loss was more pronounced in the lateral CC as compared to

he mCC (green arrows in Fig. 4 ). 

During remyelination, a recovery of signal for all metrics is observed,

lthough remaining incomplete at W 9 compared to W 0 . This is partic-

larly evident in the mCC. An illustrative qualitative comparison with

istology is visible in Fig. 5 , which depicts the magnified ihMTsat Δt 0.8 

mages along with LFB and GFP histology images with a focus on the

CC at the posterior level (mCC POST ; upper rows) and at the anterior

evel (mCC ANT ; lower rows). The magenta arrows in Fig. 5 outline the

reserved dorsal fornix for both MR and histology metrics at W 5. 

A quantitative characterization of the demyelination and remyelina-

ion phases in the cuprizone model for mCC ANT and mCC POST is provided

n Fig. 6 , which shows the temporal evolution of the mean absolute

alue calculated over the mice in the time point group for each one of

he investigated metrics. Radar plots of Fig. 7 present for each metric

he relative variation with respect to the baseline (mean absolute value

t each time point normalized by the mean absolute value at W 0 ). This

ormalization emphasizes differences in the quantity of signal loss or

ignal gain between the various metrics in the mCC at the anterior and

osterior levels and allows a direct visual comparison of all metrics. 
6 
Data points respected the assumptions of normality and homogeneity

f variance. Significant differences between the signal at various time

oints for each metric as revealed by the ANOVA and the post-hoc tests

re summarized in Table 2 . 

During demyelination, the temporal dynamics of MRI metrics in both

he mCC ANT and mCC POST demonstrated a closer resemblance to that

f GFP than of LFB. Indeed, while GFP and the MRI metrics show the

ighest percentage of signal loss between W 0 and W 3 , LFB signal loss

ppears to be greatest between W 3 and W 5 ( Fig. 7 a and Fig. 7 b). Statis-

ical tests indicate nonetheless a significant signal variation between all

he time points during the demyelination phase for the histology met-

ics, except between W 0 and W 3 in mCC ANT . IhMT T 1D -filters and MPF

 Table 2 ) show fewer significant differences. This is particularly evi-

enced for MPF in the mCC ANT and for the ihMT band-pass T 1D -filter.

inally, no significant differences were found for R 1. 

Concerning the percentage of signal loss at the demyelination peak

W 5 ) in mCC POST , ihMT signals for which the contribution of short T 1D 

omponents is highly attenuated (ihMTsat Δt 3.2 , ihMTsat Δt .0.8 ) pre-

ented a signal loss down to 58%, thus approaching most the percentage

f signal loss obtained for GFP (i.e., 47%). Signals presenting a contri-

ution from the short T 1D components (ihMTsat Δt 0.0 , ihMTsat Δt 0.0 -

hMTsat Δt 0.8 and MPF) show only a moderate loss, with signals at W 5 

eing 61%, 65% and 71% of signals at W 0 respectively. For R 1 , the sig-

al loss at W 5 was the lowest, down to only 90% as compared to W 0 . A

imilar behavior was observed in mCC ANT . The magnitude of the signal
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Fig. 4. Representative template-based anterior 

images (at + 0.7 mm from the bregma level) 

for ihMT high-pass and band-pass T 1D -filters, 

MPF and R 1 . The signal range for each met- 

ric is indicated in its absolute units. The time 

points of the study illustrated are: W 0 – base- 

line: maximum signal intensity in all structures, 

W 5 – peak of demyelination with a signal loss 

in the mCCANT (cyan arrowheads) and an even 

stronger signal loss in the lateral part of the 

CC (green arrowheads) and W 9 – remyelination 

with a perceived incomplete signal recovery in 

both mCC ANT and the lateral CC. (For interpre- 

tation of the references to colour in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article.) 

Table 2 

Results of the ANOVA tests for the demyelination (W 0 -W 3 -W 5 ) and the remyelination (W 5 -W 7 -W 9 ) phases, followed by post-hoc Tukey HSD two-by-two comparisons 

in the mCC ANT and mCC POST . If the differences are statistically significant ( p-value < 0.05) then mCC ANT and mCC POST are indicated in the table. In the contrary case, 

p-value > 0.05 is reported. The difference between the basal (W 0 ) and final (W 9 ) signal intensities were tested by employing a t -test. P-values below the threshold 

0.05 were considered significant. 

Statistical tests ihMTsat Δt 0.0 ihMTsat Δt 0.8 ihMTsat Δt 3.2 ihMTsat Δt 0.0 - 

Δt 0.8 

MPF R 1 GFP LFB 

Demyelination ANOVA 

(W 0 -W 3 -W 5 ) 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC POST p-value > 0.05 mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

W 0 -W 3 mCC ANT 

m CC P 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT mCC POST p-value > 0.05 mCC POST mCC POST 

W 0 -W 5 mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC POST p-value > 0.05 mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

W 3 -W 5 mCC POST mCC POST p-value > 0.05 p-value > 0.05 p-value > 

0.05 

p-value > 0.05 mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

Remyelination ANOVA 

(W 5 -W 7 -W 9 ) 

mCC POST mCC POST mCC POST mCC POST mCC POST mCC POST mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

W 5 -W 7 mCC POST mCC POST mCC POST p-value > 0.05 mCC POST p-value > 0.05 mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

W 5 -W 9 mCC POST mCC POST mCC POST mCC POST mCC POST mCC POST mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

m CC POST 

W 7 -W 9 p-value > 0.05 

Basal vs. final W 0 -W 9 mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC POST p-value > 0.05 mCC ANT 

mCC POST 

mCC ANT p-value > 

0.05 

mCC POST 

7 
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Fig. 5. Insets on the medial corpus callosum for ihMTsat Δt 0.8 (represented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 ) and plp-GFP and LFB histology metrics. In contrast with the mCC POST , 

the dorsal fornix (magenta arrowheads) does not undergo extensive demyelination as highlighted by the preserved signal of all metrics. 

8 
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Fig. 6. Evolution in absolute units of all the investigated metrics in mCC ANT and mCC POST during the demyelination and remyelination phases of the cuprizone 

model: (a) GFP, (b) LFB, (c) R 1 , (d) MPF, (e-g) ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters and (h) ihMT band-pass T 1D -filter. The mean value and standard deviation were calculated 

over the mice in the time point group at each week. During the demyelination phase (W 0 to W 5 ), the acute intoxication resulted in a loss of signal for all metrics, 

notably higher in mCC POST as compared to mCC ANT . Remyelination (W 5 to W 9 ) resulted in the expected reversal in trends, although recovery of signal was only 

partial for MR metrics. The scale of Y-axes was adjusted for each metric in order to better appreciate of the signal variations. 
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oss for all metrics was, however, far weaker ( Fig. 7 b). Thus, the signal

as reduced to 54% for GFP, on the order of 66–78% for the various

hMT T 1D -filters and greater than 80% for MPF and R 1 . 

During remyelination in the mCC POST , the dynamics of ihMT high-

ass T 1D -filters and MPF show the highest and statistically significant

ncrease between W 5 and W 7 ( Table 2 ), thereby following that of his-

ology ( Fig. 7 c). Conversely, differences in the band-pass T 1D -filter and

 1 metrics between W 5 and W 7 were not significant ( Table 2 ). Between

 7 and W 9 none of the differences in MRI metrics were found signifi-

ant ( Table 2 ). The signal variation of MRI metrics accompanying the

emyelination in the mCC ANT ( Fig. 7 d) was less consistent with histol-

gy. Another important difference between MRI metrics and histology

s a trend for an incomplete recovery of MRI metrics. This is illustrated

n Fig. 6 , Fig. 7 c and Fig. 7 d where the points corresponding to W 9 

re lower than the points at W 0 ( p-value < 0.05 for ihMT high-pass

 1D -filters and MPF in mCC POST and mCC ANT , except for the Δt 3.2 in

CC ANT ). 

In terms of correlation analyses between the MRI and histology met-

ics ( Table 3 ), Pearson’s correlation coefficients were overall higher for

CC POST as compared to mCC ANT . Additionally, correlations in mCC ANT 

ere not significant when MRI metrics were associated with LFB dur-

ng the demyelination phase and no significant correlations were found

uring the remyelination phase. In mCC POST , for both the demyelina-

ion and remyelination phases, highest statistically significant corre-

ation coefficients with GFP and LFB were found for the ihMT high-

ass T 1D -filters and MPF. When the entire temporal dynamics was con-
9 
idered, no significant correlations were found for mCC ANT , while for

CC POST all MRI metrics presented statistically significant correlation

oefficients when compared to LFB. When compared to GFP only ihMT-

at Δt 3.2 , MPF and R 1 showed significant correlations. Additionally,

orrelation analyses over the entire dynamics led to overall lower cor-

elation coefficients as compared to the phase-wise analyses. Regres-

ion analyses are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for mCC POST and mCC ANT ,

espectively. 

.1.2. Comparisons between correlation coefficients 

When comparing the significant correlation coefficients obtained in

CC POST for associations between the ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters and

PF with each of the two histology references ( Table 4 , Fig. 8 ), no

tatistically significant differences were found during demyelination ( p-

alue > 0.05). The same analysis during remyelination yields signifi-

antly higher correlation coefficients with LFB for ihMTsat Δt 0.0 , ihMT-

at Δt 0.8 and MPF ( p-value < 0.05). The non-significant difference ob-

ained for ihMTsat Δt 3.2 ( p-value = 0.12) is potentially due to the lower

NR of this T 1D -filter. 

.2. Spatial-temporal profiles of the cuprizone model along the mCC 

The spatial-temporal profiles of signal loss for the MRI metrics

 δMetri c Wi ) measured in the mCC are shown in Fig. 10 . A clear dis-

inction is present for most of the MRI metrics between their profiles

n the rostral ( > 0.0 mm from bregma) and the caudal part ( < 0.0 mm
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Fig. 7. Relative evolution of all the investigated metrics with respect to W 0 in mCC POST (a,c) and mCC ANT (b,d) during the demyelination (W 0 -W 3 -W 5 ; a,b) and 

remyelination (W 5 -W 7 -W 9 ; c,d) phases of the cuprizone model. The signal at W 0 was added on the remyelination radar plots to better appreciate the incomplete 

signal recovery of the investigated metrics. 
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rom bregma) of the mCC, except for R 1 ( Fig. 10 e) which shows a rather

at profile along the whole mCC. Thus, the other MRI metrics present

oderate spatial and temporal variations (ihMT T 1D -filters) or even a

ather stable signal loss (MPF) across the rostral mCC, while in contrast,

 progressive increase in signal loss is observed for all MRI metrics cau-

ally, with a maximum reached between – 1.1 mm and – 1.5 mm from

regma, depending on the metric. In terms of amplitude, the signal loss

n the caudal part reached values of up to 2 to 3 times higher than those

easured in the rostral part for ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters and MPF

 Fig. 10 a-e, W 5 , blue curves). The highest signal loss was obtained at

he demyelination peak (W 5 ) for ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters with a clear

rend for higher amplitude as the filter becomes more specific to myeli-
10 
ation ( 𝛿ihMTsat Δt 0.0 = -37% vs. 𝛿ihMTsat Δt 3.2 = -47%). In contrast,

he maximum signal loss was only -30% for MPF and the ihMT band-

ass T 1D -filter, and -8% for R 1 . Also, in contrast to ihMT T 1D -filters, one

hould note the limited amplitude of signal loss observed with MPF ros-

rally at W 5 as highlighted by the similar levels of green (W 3 ) and blue

W 5 ) curves ( Fig. 10 e). 

Greater amplitude changes during recovery – which can be assessed

y the difference between the blue curves (W 5 ) and the orange curves

W 9 ) – were also observed caudally in the mCC for the ihMT high-pass

 1D -filters ( Fig. 10 a-c) and MPF ( Fig. 10 e). For the ihMT band-pass T 1D -

lter and R 1 the changes during recovery in the rostral and caudal parts

f the mCC were very close. None of the metrics except for the ihMT
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Fig. 8. Plots of linear regression analyses between the MRI and histology metrics in mCC POST . Each point corresponds to the mean value in the mCC POST ROI for one 

mouse. The data points at W 5 (N W5 = 2 mice) appear in both the demyelination and the remyelination plots. . 

11 
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Fig. 9. Plots of linear regression analyses between the MRI and histology metrics in mCC ANT . Each point corresponds to the mean value in the mCC ANT ROI for one 

mouse. The data points at W 5 (N W5 = 2 mice) appear in both the demyelination and the remyelination plots. 

12 
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Table 3 

Correlation coefficients (r 2 ) for associations between all MR metrics and the GFP and LFB signals during the demyelination and remyelination phases in 

the anterior (mCC ANT ) and posterior (mCC POST ) medial callosal structure. The asterisk sign indicates a significant correlation coefficient ( p-value < 0.05). 

Phase Structure Reference 

biomarker 

ihMTsat Δt 0.0 ihMTsat Δt 0.8 ihMTsat Δt 3.2 ihMTsat Δt 0.0 - 

Δt 0.8 

MPF R 1 

Demyelination 

(W 0 -W 3 -W 5 ) 

mCC ANT GFP 0.66 ∗ 0.65 ∗ 0.67 ∗ 0.63 ∗ 0.59 ∗ 0.67 ∗ 

LFB 0.37 0.32 0.19 0.42 0.34 0.29 

mCC POST GFP 0.91 ∗ 0.96 ∗ 0.84 ∗ 0.71 ∗ 0.72 ∗ 0.45 

LFB 0.79 ∗ 0.87 ∗ 0.73 ∗ 0.58 ∗ 0.74 ∗ 0.45 

Remyelination 

(W 5 -W 7 -W 9 ) 

mCC ANT GFP 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.01 

LFB 0.08 0.01 0.05 0.11 0.12 0.32 

mCC POST GFP 0.41 ∗ 0.47 ∗ 0.62 ∗ 0.20 0.59 ∗ 0.36 

LFB 0.77 ∗ 0.83 ∗ 0.86 ∗ 0.48 ∗ 0.93 ∗ 0.67 ∗ 

Entire dynamics 

(W 0 -W 3 -W 5 -W 7 - 

W 9 ) 

mCC ANT GFP 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.01 0.05 

LFB 0.10 0.04 0.05 0.13 0.13 0.17 

mCC POST GFP 0.23 0.24 0.45 ∗ 0.16 0.32 ∗ 0.36 ∗ 

LFB 0.65 ∗ 0.71 ∗ 0.72 ∗ 0.43 ∗ 0.72 ∗ 0.51 ∗ 

Table 4 

Comparisons between the correlation coefficients (r 2 ) reported in Table 3 for associations between the GFP/LFB signals and a single MRI metric for the demyelination, 

remyelination phases and the entire signal dynamics in mCC POST . Comparisons were only made for the pairs of statistically significant correlation coefficients. The 

asterisk sign indicates the significant coefficient (p-value < 0.05). 

Phase 

ihMT high-pass and band-pass T 1D -filters 

MPF R 1 
ihMTsat Δt 0.0 ihMTsat Δt 0.8 ihMTsat Δt 3.2 ihMTsat Δt 0.0 - Δt 0.8 

Demyelination 

(W 0 -W 3 -W 5 ) 

0.34 [-0.14, 0.51] 0.19 [-0.04, 0.37] 0.47 [-0.26, 0.58] 0.49 [-0.38, 0.72] 0.94 [-0.51, 0.47] –

Remyelination 

(W 5 -W 7 -W 9 ) 

0.04 ∗ [-0.80, -0.02] 0.03 ∗ [-0.76, -0.04] 0.12 [-0.58, 0.05] – < 0.001 ∗ [-0.70, -0.07] –

Entire dynamics 

(W 0 -W 3 -W 5 -W 7 -W 9 ) 

– – 0.13 [-0.56, 0.06] – 0.03 [-0.71, -0.04] 0.41 [-0.51, 0.19] 
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and-pass T 1D -filter in rostral regions seem to completely recover to

he baseline signal levels ( δMetri c W9 < 0 at W 9 ). On the other hand,

he positive values of δihMTsat at W 7 around the bregma, and at W 9 

n the rostral mCC for the band-pass T 1D -filter indicate a level of signal

ecovery above that of the baseline. 

.3. Voxel-wise statistical analyses in the entire acquired volume 

Results of the VBM analysis for the demyelination and remyelination

hases are presented in Fig. 11 . Significant signal variations are mostly

ocalized in the CC and to some extent, in the CTX ( Fig. 11 a). More

mportantly, in addition to the rostro-caudal gradients during demyeli-

ation, medio-lateral gradients can be noticed as well for the ihMT high-

ass T 1D -filters. Less statistically significant voxels were found for MPF,

ost likely due to its lower myelin specificity ( Hertanu et al., 2022b ),

hile no statistically significant voxels were found in the lateral CC for

he band-pass T 1D -filter. Finally, no statistically significant voxels were

ound for R 1 . Statistically significant voxels during the remyelination

hase were found caudally in the mCC for the ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters

nd MPF. For the latter, few statistically significant voxels in the rostral

art of the lateral CC were also found. Finally, no statistically signifi-

ant remyelination voxels were found for the ihMT band-pass T 1D -filter

r R 1 . 

. Discussion 

The present study investigated the association of several ihMTsat

ariants corresponding to a different T 1D weighting, MPF and R 1 with

he toxin-induced variations in the myelin content of mice subjected

o an acute cuprizone intoxication. The main findings can be summa-

ized as: i) All metrics except R 1 show significant variations in the mCC

onsistent with the effects generated by the cuprizone diet – a signal

ecrease during the demyelinating intoxication phase followed by a sig-

al recovery during remyelination in the weeks resuming a normal diet

 Matsushima and Morell, 2001 ; Hiremath et al., 1998 ; Morell et al.,
13 
998 ; Mason et al., 2001 ); ii) IhMT signals associated with long T 1D s

high-pass T 1D -filters) present the highest signal loss at the demyelina-

ion peak (W 5 ) and correlate strongly and significantly with the myelin

ontent assessed by GFP and LFB staining during both the demyelina-

ion and remyelination phases. Concurrently, ihMT signals associated

ith shorter T 1D s in the 100 μs to 1 ms range (band-pass T 1D -filter)

how weaker or non-significant correlations. iii) Despite MPF show-

ng strong correlation coefficients with histology comparable with the

hMT high-pass T 1D -filters, a better capability for the characterization

f the spatial-temporal extent of demyelination and remyelination (e.g.,

ostro-caudal profiles of demyelination in the mCC described in the liter-

ture ( Steelman et al., 2012 )) of the acute cuprizone model was obtained

or the ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters. 

.1. Sensitivity of ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters to the cuprizone-induced 

emyelination 

Multiple studies have demonstrated increased severity of the in-

uced demyelination in the caudal part of the medial corpus callosum

s compared to the rostral part by means of histology or MRI techniques

 Steelman et al., 2012 ; Stidworthy et al., 2006 ; Khodanovich et al., 2017 ;

u et al., 2008 ; Xie et al., 2010 ; Tagge et al., 2016 ; Yang et al., 2009 ;

inder et al., 2008 ). Results obtained in this study for ihMT support

hese findings. For example, a factor of 2 in signal drop can be observed

t the demyelination peak (W 5 ) between mCC POST and mCC ANT for the

t 3.2 high-pass T 1D -filter. Furthermore, the two histology metrics inves-

igated in this study, namely GFP and LFB, corroborate with the strong

ignal decrease in mCC POST during the demyelination phase. Addition-

lly, the good agreement between GFP and LFB histology measurements

nd the ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters and MPF in the mCC POST during de-

yelination is emphasized by their corresponding high correlation co-

fficients (r 2 ≥ 0.72, p-value < 0.05). 

However, results obtained in mCC ANT for histology metrics are

ore surprising. Both GFP and LFB quantifications present a signal

rop of equivalent magnitude in mCC ANT as compared to mCC POST .
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Fig. 10. Spatial-temporal profiles of signal loss for (a-c) ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters, (d) ihMT band-pass T 1D -filter, (e) MPF and (f) R 1 measured in the medial CC 

during the demyelination and remyelination phases of the cuprizone mouse model. The signal variation for each time point is expressed as a percentage relative to 

initial time point (W 0 ) and demonstrates the heterogeneity of the demyelination and the remyelination processes along the rostro-caudal axis. (For interpretation of 

the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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hese results are in contradiction with the complex patterns of de-

yelinating gradients reported in the literature ( Steelman et al., 2012 ;

tidworthy et al., 2006 ; Khodanovich et al., 2017 ; Wu et al., 2008 ;

ie et al., 2010 ; Tagge et al., 2016 ; Yang et al., 2009 ; Binder et al.,

008 ) and our own MR findings which clearly demonstrate a signifi-

antly higher signal loss in mCC POST as compared to mCC ANT . At this

tage, we do not have a precise explanation for these results, although

n issue in the process of chemical fixation for the brain slices at

regma + 0.7 mm or the highly localized nature of histological anal-

ses cannot be excluded as possible biases. As a result, the relatively

ower or non-significant correlation coefficients obtained for mCC ANT 

etween histological and MRI metrics in this study should be consid-

red and interpreted with great caution. 

.2. Correlation of ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters with GFP and LFB signals 

Despite their current use as reference methods, protein and lipid

iomarkers are also prone to confounding factors that limit their tis-
14 
ue specificity and sensitivity. Therefore, the agreement between MRI

etrics and histology quantifications is highly dependent on the em-

loyed histological biomarker as well as the tissue preparation proto-

ol ( Lazari and Lipp, 2021 ). In addition, histological and MRI methods

ave different spatial resolutions, microscopic versus mesoscopic, re-

pectively. This makes impossible a perfect match in the analyzed ROIs

etween the two modalities. 

That being said, LFB staining has demonstrated high reliabil-

ty for the detection of the demyelination and remyelination pro-

esses in the mCC in the cuprizone mouse model when compared to

lectron microscopy (EM) ( Lindner et al., 2008 ), despite the false-

ositive signals arising from myelin lipid debris ( Matsushima and

orell, 2001 ). To a lesser extent, various myelin proteins were shown to

escribe the demyelination process using immunohistochemical stain-

ng ( Lindner et al., 2008 ). 

In the present study, a fluorescent biomarker, the GFP co-expressed

ith the PLP, was employed. GFP was shown to be an excellent myelin

roxy for healthy tissues in the adult mouse brain ( Ferent et al., 2013 ),
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Fig. 11. VBM results. (a) Voxels with significant signal variations ( p-value < 0.01) for MPF, ihMT high-pass and band-pass T 1D -filters are overlayed on top of 

representative T 2 w images in the three directions of space. The F-contrast indicates the strength of significance for each voxel (higher F-values correspond to lower 

p-values ). During demyelination significant voxels can be observed in other structures than the corpus callosum, but the significance level ( p-value ) is lower. During 

remyelination most of the significant voxels are located in the corpus callosum. (b) Significant clusters during the demyelination (red) and remyelination (blue) phases 

for the same MRI metrics are illustrated in three dimensions for a comprehensive description of the demyelination and remyelination extent. (For interpretation of 

the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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roviding superior robustness as compared to PLP antibodies. Although

o EM measurements were performed in our study, the high correla-

ion coefficient obtained during the demyelination phase in mCC POST 

etween LFB and GFP (r 2 = 0.85, p-value < 0.05, data not shown) sug-

ests a good agreement between these two markers. Furthermore, the

trong and non-significant different correlation coefficients for associ-

tions of the ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters with either GFP or LFB during

he demyelination phase, clearly denote ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters as

uitable in vivo biomarkers for the demyelination process. 

On the other hand, the early synthesis of myelin proteins such as

BP and PLP after cuprizone diet withdrawal when there is only little

emyelination according to EM analyses ( Lindner et al., 2008 ), renders

rotein-based markers less trustworthy to characterize the remyelina-

ion process. Consistent with this logic, our study found that the corre-

ation coefficient between GFP and LFB for the remyelination phase in

CC POST was lower (r 2 = 0.77, p-value < 0.05, data not shown) com-

ared to the demyelination phase. Importantly, correlation coefficients

btained for associations between the ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters ( Δt 0.0 

nd Δt ) and LFB were statistically higher than with GFP ( Table 4 ).
0.8 

15 
hese results are highly encouraging and demonstrate that ihMT high-

ass T 1D -filters are pertinent for the in vivo evaluation of remyelination

echanisms. As expected, when considering the entire signal dynam-

cs (demyelination + remyelination), correlation coefficients are lower

ue the disagreement between MRI and histology metrics during the

emyelination phase. 

.3. Sensitivity of ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters to remyelination 

When comparing the signal amplitudes at W 0 and W 9 , a different

ehavior is observed between the histology metrics, tending to a com-

lete (GFP) or nearly complete (LFB) recovery, and the MR-based met-

ics showing a partial signal recovery only. 

It has been previously shown that most of the protein content is re-

tored to baseline after only few days following cuprizone withdrawal

 Lindner et al., 2008 ), thus explaining the complete recovery of the GFP

ignal in this study. Also in line with our LFB results, previous stud-

es have shown that two-thirds of the LFB signal is restored within two

eeks following cuprizone withdrawal and the signal recovery is nearly
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omplete after six weeks ( Lindner et al., 2008 ). However, the initial state

f the myelin is not fully restored since a lower percentage of myelinated

xons is found by EM ( Stidworthy et al., 2006 ; Merkler et al., 2005 ) even

fter ten weeks of normal diet ( Mason et al., 2001 ; Lindner et al., 2008 ).

n addition, a less structured and compact appearance of the newly re-

enerated myelin ( Lindner et al., 2008 ; Gonsalvez et al., 2019 ) with a

lear impact on its functionality ( Skripuletz et al., 2011 ; Lindner et al.,

008 ) was reported. All these aspects may modulate the amplitude and

requency of the membrane collective motions, leading to a potential

eduction of the average T 1D as compared to that of normal myelin. The

ncomplete signal recovery observed for the ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters

 Hertanu et al., 2022a ) would 

Future investigations should include EM analyses to evaluate the

yelin ultrastructure in order to confirm this hypothesis and to evaluate

he potential of ihMT to distinguish between healthy and remyelinated

issues. 

.4. Rostro-caudal gradient of demyelination and remyelination in the 

edial cc 

Rostro-caudal gradients of demyelination and remyelination along

he mCC have been made apparent by histology studies ( Steelman et al.,

012 ; Stidworthy et al., 2006 ). In a study investigating the extent of de-

yelination in C57BL/6 mice fed with 0.2% cuprizone for five weeks,

nd that of remyelination after two subsequent weeks of normal diet,

teelman et al. ( Steelman et al., 2012 ) showed a minimum demyeli-

ation near the bregma ( ∼ + 0.5 mm), and roughly thrice more im-

ortant in the caudal part of the mCC ( < - 1.0 mm from bregma)

ompared to that of the rostral part ( > + 1.0 mm from bregma). This

radient diminished after two weeks of recovery, tending toward con-

rol results for which no remarkable rostro-caudal profile is noticeable,

ence indicating a more important remyelination of the caudal mCC.

revious attempts to highlight such a gradient with myelin sensitive

RI techniques, including diffusion-based techniques ( Wu et al., 2008 ;

ie et al., 2010 ; Song et al., 2005 ), MTR ( Tagge et al., 2016 ), and MPF

 Khodanovich et al., 2017 ) have reported mixed results. For example,

ne study demonstrated an increase in the radial diffusivity by approx-

mately 18% in the caudal part of the mCC relative to the rostral part

fter four weeks of cuprizone treatment ( Wu et al., 2008 ), while in an-

ther study no variation was found for the same metric and the same

ime of cuprizone administration ( Xie et al., 2010 ). The concurrence of

xonal pathologies that possibly reduced the sensitivity of diffusion met-

ics in assessing the extent of demyelination was advanced as a plausible

xplanation for this discrepancy. 

Regarding MT-based studies, a very small variation of MTR ( ∼2%

bsolute units) has been found between the rostral and caudal as-

ects of the mCC after six weeks of cuprizone diet ( Tagge et al.,

016 ), whereas no significant difference in MPF along the rostral-caudal

irection was noticed after eight weeks of cuprizone administration

 Khodanovich et al., 2017 ). If the elevated microgliosis and astroglio-

is present in the caudal regions ( Tagge et al., 2016 ) can contribute

o MTR values and likely counterbalance the MTR decrease due to de-

yelination, the absence of MPF variations is more surprising since

his quantitative metric, independent of the MR acquisition parame-

ers, has shown higher sensitivity to myelin density compared to MTR

 Underhill et al., 2011 ). In contrast, our MPF results ( Fig. 10 e) indi-

ate a clear distinction along the rostro-caudal direction. As proposed

y the authors ( Khodanovich et al., 2017 ), the long time period of the

uprizone diet may have induced a more extensive homogeneous de-

yelination in that study, therefore not contradicting our results. 

In our study, R 1 shows very little variation along the rostro-caudal

xis ( Fig. 10 f). However, the dependency of the estimated R 1 on the

easurement technique is well documented in the literature as well as

he tendency of the VFA approach to overestimate the longitudinal re-

axation time (T 1 ) when compared to the reference Inversion Recovery

IR) method ( Stikov et al., 2015 ). This raises the question as to whether
16 
nother R 1 quantification approach would have led to different results.

espite the various biases influencing the VFA method, the derived R 1 

aps in the current analyses were corrected for B 1 
+ inhomogeneity ef-

ects based on the dedicated AFI B 1 
+ map and an optimized gradient

F spoiling scheme has been applied. Although an IR-based technique

ould have likely led to different absolute R 1 values, we anticipate

arginal changes in the low R 1 signal variations during the demyeli-

ation and remyelination phases because the systematic errors encoun-

ered in T 1 measurements are not dominating the overall T 1 contrast

hich is driven by common contrast mechanisms. 

On the other hand, the R 1 contrast is known to be affected by

 large range of factors, from the overall macromolecular content

 Manning et al., 2021 ), to tissue hydration ( Filo et al., 2019 ) and the

resence of paramagnetic ions ( Lauffer, 1987 ). For example, copper

ccumulation in the corpus callosum of mice as a consequence of the

uprizone diet might induce a counteractive effect to that produced by

he demyelination mechanisms. However, this is merely a speculation,

ince both copper deficiency and copper buildup in the brain seem to be

qually viable hypotheses to explain the physico-chemical behavior of

uprizone ( Praet et al., 2014 ). Some studies argue that the levels of cop-

er in the brain remain stable during the cuprizone diet ( Moldovan et al.,

015 ), but no quantifications were performed in the corpus callosum.

n the other hand, the accumulation of glial cells, the most iron-rich

ells in the brain ( Reinert et al., 2019 ), at the site of demyelination is

nother potential explanation for the small variations observed in R 1 . 

The rostro-caudal profiles obtained in this study for the ihMT high-

ass T 1D -filters at W 5 and W 7 ( Fig. 10 a-c) correspond strikingly to the

esults advanced by Steelman et al. ( Steelman et al., 2012 ) for histo-

ogical myelin staining quantifications. Indeed, the ihMT high-pass T 1D -

lters capture both a minimal demyelination close to bregma level, the

- to 3-fold difference in demyelination between the rostral and caudal

CC (W 5 ) as well as the greater remyelination of the caudal mCC (W 7 ).

n contrast to ihMT, MPF showed weaker sensitivity to demyelination of

he rostral mCC ( > + 0.8 mm), as indicated by the relatively similar MPF

alues between W 3 and W 5 . However, the signal decreases even for the

ost myelin-specific ihMT protocol (ihMTsat Δt 3.2 ) remain less substan-

ial than the complete signal loss observed by histology ( Steelman et al.,

012 ). Beyond the potential smoothing effect due to much large voxel

ize of MRI data, a plausible explanation for the limited capability of

hMT high-pass T 1D -filters to reflect a complete demyelination could be

he presence of lipid debris in the demyelinated area ( Steelman et al.,

012 ; Matsushima and Morell, 2001 ). Indeed, the strong correlation of

hMT high-pass T 1D -filters with the LFB signal prone to overestimation

nduced by myelin debris, suggests a sensitivity of ihMT to myelin de-

ris as well. In addition, demyelination and microglial infiltration have

imilar patterns in the mCC ( Hiremath et al., 1998 ; Matsushima and

orell, 2001 ; Wu et al., 2008 ; Xie et al., 2010 ; Tagge et al., 2016 ),

hus influencing the size of the macromolecular content in opposite di-

ections and obscuring myelin-related events for any metric sensitive

o the macromolecular content. As microglia tend to have shorter T 1D 

olecules, this effect would affect more the ihMT signals that weakly

lter the short T 1D component. All combined, the effects of microglia

ould be in line with the lower variations observed with MPF, ihMTsat

t 0.0 and ihMTsat Δt 0.8 compared to that of ihMTsat Δt 3.2 . 

.5. The ihMT band-pass T 1D -filter in the cuprizone model 

Multiple differences can be noticed between the behavior of the

hMT high-pass and band-pass T 1D -filters in ROI-wise and voxel-wise

nalyses. However, interpretations for the band-pass T 1D -filter are less

traightforward. Previous work on healthy mice has demonstrated that

he short T 1D components correlate less with LFB and GFP fluorescence

 Hertanu et al., 2022b ). Hence, if the signal variations for the ihMT

and-pass T 1D -filter in the cuprizone model are to a lesser extent sen-

itive to the demyelination and remyelination mechanisms, they may

lso reflect other processes reported in the cuprizone model including
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yelin debris ( Steelman et al., 2012 ; Matsushima and Morell, 2001 ;

indner et al., 2008 ) and infiltration of glial cells and macrophages

 Steelman et al., 2012 ; Tagge et al., 2016 ), all expected to be associated

ith shorter T 1D values. Future studies with a more extensive histologi-

al analysis will be needed to further clarify the exact origin of the short

 1D components and their respective sensitivity to the different mecha-

isms taking place in the cuprizone model. 

.6. Medio-lateral gradients of demyelination and remyelination in the cc 

Medio-lateral gradients during demyelination were previously re-

orted for MTR and histology quantifications ( Tagge et al., 2016 ), as

ell as MPF ( Khodanovich et al., 2017 ). 

In this work, VBM analyses of the ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters exhib-

ted statistically significant voxels during demyelination in the lateral

art of the rostral CC along with those in the medial part of the cau-

al CC, thus highlighting the medio-lateral and rostro-caudal gradients

f demyelination. However, results obtained for the ihMTsat Δt 3.2 were

omewhat surprising. By increasing the signal contribution of long T 1D s

nd thus the specificity to myelination ( Hertanu et al., 2022b ), a higher

umber of significant voxels is detected when comparing the Δt 0.0 and

he Δt 0.8 configurations. This is however not the case when Δt is further

engthened to 3.2 ms. Voxel-wise analyses are highly dependent on the

NR and the ihMT high-pass T 1D -filter with the longest Δt value suffers

rom low SNR, thus possibly biasing the comparison. Similarly, SNR is-

ues may have impaired the band-pass T 1D -filter VBM analysis which

hows the lowest number of statistically significant voxels. 

.7. Spatial extent of demyelination and remyelination in the acute 

uprizone mouse model 

Several MRI studies including various time periods of cuprizone ad-

inistration have reported demyelination in other WM structures such

s the anterior commissure, the optic tracts or the internal (IC) and ex-

ernal (EC) capsules ( Vega-Riquer et al., 2019 ; Khodanovich et al., 2017 ;

ong et al., 2005 ), but to a lesser extent than in the CC. Although our

RI/histology ROI analyses were restrained to the medial corpus cal-

osum and the cerebral cortex, the VBM analyses highlight a few sig-

ificant voxels during the demyelination phase in IC and EC for ihMT

igh-pass T 1D -filters, but with a weaker significance strength ( Fig. 11 a).

hese results are promising and demonstrate the potential of myelin-

pecific ihMT protocols to further study the extent of abnormal voxels

ver the whole brain. 

In the current study we also investigated the signal dynamics of ihMT

 1D -filters in the cerebral cortex as cortical GM demyelination is a char-

cteristic feature of the cuprizone model ( Skripuletz et al., 2011 ). Re-

ults and discussion related to the cerebral cortex are provided in Sup-

lementary Information. 

.8. Limitations 

A major limitation in this study was the lack of histology biomark-

rs specific to other mechanisms taking place during the demyelina-

ion and remyelination phases, such as astrogliosis and microgliosis,

resumably associated with short T 1D components and which should

hen contribute differently to the signal of ihMT high-pass and band-pass

 1D -filters. Such histology biomarkers along with electron microscopy

nalyses would help future studies in establishing the exact relationship

etween the short T 1D components and white matter microstructural

omponents other than myelin, and in evaluating more accurately the

apacity of ihMT to distinguish between a healthy and a repaired myelin

heath. 

Furthermore, natural myelination processes related to brain devel-

pment have not been considered although they might interfere with

he evaluation of the various metrics. For example, MTR was shown
17 
o continue to increase in both the medial and the lateral corpus cal-

osum of adult mice as a result of ongoing development and matura-

ion ( Tagge et al., 2016 ). Thus, an aged-matched cohort of mice during

ur nine-week study (as opposed to a baseline reference) might have

een useful for a more rigorous evaluation of the remyelination phase

s viewed by the MRI metrics. 

Despite the consideration of the two groups of mice and the large

mount of data generated in this study, the number of mice per time

oint was relatively small and thus probably limited the detectability of

he voxel-wise analyses, especially for the lower SNR ihMT protocols,

uch as the Δt 3.2 high-pass T 1D -filter or the band-pass T 1D -filter. There-

ore, it is not easy to interpret whether the lower number of statistically

ignificant voxels for these 2 specific filters is due to underlying mech-

nisms or rather a technical limitation of the analysis itself. 

. Conclusion 

To conclude, this study investigated the association of ihMT with

he myelin alterations in the acute cuprizone mouse model. Multiple

hMT protocols sensitive to specific T 1D ranges were investigated. We

howed that ihMT high-pass T 1D -filters, selective for long T 1D compo-

ents, are specific and sensitive in vivo markers of demyelination and re-

yelination mechanisms. These ihMT T 1D -filters successfully captured

he spatially heterogeneous pattern of the demyelination and remyeli-

ation phases and demonstrated a higher capability to characterize the

patial extent of myelin alterations compared to R 1 and MPF, two met-

ics sensitive but less specific to myelination. This study also underlined

nteresting differences in signal variations between the ihMT high-pass

 1D -filters and the band-pass T 1D -filter (selective for short T 1D compo-

ents) and MPF, suggesting a sensitivity of the short T 1D components

nd the overall macromolecular fraction to alterations other than those

f myelin. Some possible explanations concerning their nature were hy-

othesized, but future studies will need to further address these differ-

nces by examining more closely the origin of the short T 1D compo-

ents and the variation of each T 1D component in pathology. The clini-

al value of ihMT in demyelinating diseases such as MS has only begun

o be explored ( Van Obberghen et al., 2018 ; Zhang et al., 2020 ). In the

ontext where MS lesions are characterized by heterogeneous features

 Lucchinetti et al., 2000 ), the present study emphasizes the potential of

hMT to reinforce multicontrast MRI studies ( Merkler et al., 2005 ) for

etter diagnostic strategies. 
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Fig. A2. Representative template-based anterior images (at + 0.7 mm from the bregma level) for ihMT high-pass (ihMTsat Δt 0.0 , ihMTsat Δt 0.8 and ihMTsat Δt 3.2 ) 

and band-pass (hMTsat Δt 0.0 - ihMTsat Δt 0.8 ) T 1D -filters, MPF and R 1 at the demyelination (W 0 -W 3 -W 5 ) and remyelination (W 5 -W 7 -W 9 ) time points. 
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